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Reviewer's report:

Abstract: line 30. Define/spell out AD.

Page 6 lines 77-80: The ISPOCD1 study did not show correlation with variables of anesthetic management (hypotension and hypoxemia), but rather with the patient parameter of age and with surgical parameters: length of anesthesia (and by correlation length of surgery), repeated surgical procedures, infections and respiratory complications. This suggests that inflammatory response to surgery and infection is a larger player than anesthesia, per se.

Page 9, line 127: "studied", not "studies"

Page 12, lines 180-182: Your statement: "As summarized above, there is a large body of evidence which supports the existence of delayed neurocognitive recovery and post-operative neurocognitive disorder." The statement "It is less clear whether exposure to anesthesia increases the risk of developing dementia." is likely also true, although I would prefer to see it phrased "It is unclear . . .". The juxtaposition of these two statements in the same paragraph implies that anesthesia increases the risk of delayed neurocognitive recovery and post-operative neurocognitive disorder, which the preceding pages did NOT demonstrate. The text demonstrates postoperative problems but there was nothing in the paragraphs to conclude that general anesthesia or inhalation anesthesia was a definitive cause of delayed neurocognitive recovery and post-operative neurocognitive disorders. Indeed, the preceding text either suggested no effect or the evidence was sufficiently mixed as to make drawing the conclusion of causation extremely problematic. This paragraph needs to be changed.

Page 13, lines 190-91: Unless the controls were patients who underwent surgery without general anesthesia, this Korean study suffers from the same major confounder as most studies in this field. It is impossible to separate out the effects of surgery including increased neuroinflammation from a direct effect of the anesthesia. Although the differing hazard ratios among the three inhaled anesthetics is interesting, it would be more understandable if there were an obvious mechanism for differences between the agents.

Page 17, lines 267-70: the authors speak of a study comparing inhalation anesthesia to TIVA. The subsequent discussion of the study does not give any results of differences with anesthesia technique. This would lead the reader to conclude that technique is not important, but this should be stated in the text (if true).
This should more properly read "This review summarizes previous findings relevant to the potential relationship between surgery, anaesthesia exposure and POCD." The literature cited does not definitively demonstrate an independent effect of anesthesia.
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